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1. We may think of essentially two competing models to forcast future 

values of a time series Y. One is the Extrinsic model where the 

predictor is a function of some external variable. The Intrinsic 

approach, on the other hand, uses only information on the past values 

of Y. There are also a few models which combine in a way features 

of both the types. 

2. The choice of one type or the other is influenced, among other 

factors, by i) the reliability of the estimates provided; ii) availability 

of the necessary data to a sufficient degree of accuracy and iii) 

computational ease in using the model in practice for forecasting. 

The main theoretical consideration is of course the first of these 

three and in what follows an attempt is made to compare the 

efficiency of the two methods under very simplifying conditions. 

3. Consider the time series Y to be generated by the following process: 

The following assumptions are made: 

all {31 and (32 are known. 

Ut follows a normal N(O, fJu2) for all t. 

Xt follows a normal NCO, t1x
2) and 
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( I ) 
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Consider now the simple intrinsic model 

(1I) 

It will be shown in what follows that under the conditions imposed 

as above the second model, in general, will lead to poorer estimates 

and that the least squares estimation IS invalid there because oJ 

interdependence of Y t and Vt+1' 

4. By the process assumed in I we have 

or 

similarly, 

(/31 *0) 

From (3) and (2) we further deduce 

( 1 ) 

(2 ) 

/31 Y t +1 ==.81 a+ .812 X t +1 +.82 Y t -.82 a- .822 
Xt-l- /32 Ut +.81 Ut+l 

(4) 

Comparison of (4) and II yields 

and 

hence 
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Vt+1 has a normal distribution with the above mean and variance, 

both the parameters being independent of t. 

It is easily seen that: 

The co variance term between Y t and Vt+1 introduces bias III the 

least square estimates of parameters of a and b. 

5. Keeping in mind the fact that I is used to forecast Y t +! given Xt 
and II is used to forecast Y t+1 given Yt, we have the following 

measures of their reliability. 

the calculation of which is done as below: 

Now from our assumptions we have 

Y t n N (0, (T l) where it is assumed, 

without loss in generality, a=O. 

Hence (Vt+1> Y t ) has a bivariate normal distribution with mean (0,0) 

and variance-covariance matrix 
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(JOY) 

(J 2 
11 
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From this it is known that the conditional variance of Vt+l given 

Substituting the values 

and 

in the expression for V(Vtd Yt) we have: 

;912(J",2{~ax2+ ;9{_+_}22(J';j + (;922I1x2 + au2)(;914(J .• 2+ ;912au2) 
;912 ({3--;2+{3l ax2+(Ju2) 

_ (Jx'{fJI4+fJ2'+fJI2 fJ22} +o'u4+2fJ12 fJ22 (Jx2 (Ju2 

- ;912+ ;922 (Jx 2+(Ju2 

= ({312+fJ22 (J",2+ au2)2_{312 fJ22 (Jx' 

fi12+fJ;2 (Jx2+(Ju2 

6. Nothing that the expression on R.H.S. is the sum of two terms, the 

first being V(YtdXt) as given by model I and the second an ex

pression which is always positive, it is deduced that 

7. It may be also noted that if model 11 were to be estimated by the 

least squares method without assuming knowledge of b or a and 
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under the assumption E(Yt Vt+1)=O we get an estimate of Y t+1 whose 

conditional variance given Y t is the same as in the case of 1I. Thus 

under the Least Squares: 

and 

V(Y t +1IYt)=a 2= Var{Yt+1- a-bYt} 

= V(Yt+1)+b2 Var Y t-2b cov (Yt+h Yt) 

=al (1 +b2)-2b 1'1 f'z ax2 

{ 
/3121'2

2 
ax ' } = {(f'12 + fJz2) ax2+au2} 1 + ~::-::--'---=,--=-=,--::=-------::-:c:

[C,812 + f'2Z) ax2 +auZ]2 

which reduces to 

1'22 axZ (fJ22 ax2+au
2) fJ 12 a x 2 + a u 2 + -'-"-----,-=--"---:'------'=C-:-----'=c--'-

(fJ12 + (322) ax
2+au

Z 

Which is the same as V(Yt+d Yt) in model H. This agreement of the 

two expressions which might seem to be rather strange at the first 

thought, is, in fact, a result of the special structure of the model 

under consideration. A general discussion on this point requires a 

further study. 
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